Coach’s Corner
By Larry Wise

P

Proper Head Positioning

aramedics would soon be on the scene if I tried even
one of the aerial stunts I witnessed during the Winter
Olympics. Whether on skis, skates or a snowboard, I
would be in deep trouble the instant I thought I could leave
the ground and do some sort of flip-twist or somersault. How
do they do those kinds of acrobatics in the air and then land
on their feet (most of the time)?
I looked for wings. I also looked for some sort of rocket
booster or propeller. No, they were doing it on their own and
I did not have a clue as to how. They were absolutely amazing and gravity-defying in the air.
I am much better suited to standing on the ground and
aiming a bow and arrow set. I can work with treestand ladders and ladders around my house but my feet have to be
connected firmly to something solid.
Totally ignorant of technique, I watched the Winter
Olympics for three or four nights when, finally, one of the
announcers pointed out their underlying principle. He
informed the viewers how these athletes manage to do what
they do. It honestly connects to archery.
The announcer (I apologize for not being able to find
his name) passed on this insight: “Where the head leads,
the body will follow.” This is profound for any sport. If an
athlete leaving a ramp on skis wants to do a forward roll
while twisting around to their left, they must tuck their head
down and under their left armpit; their body will follow. To

stop that somersault action, they must lift their head as if
looking upward. This sounds simple but I am still not trying
it; I am content and safer just watching and keeping my feet
on the ground.
The connection to archery is simple. Because your body
will follow your head, where and how you position your
head as you look to the target is vitally important to your
shooting consistency and success. In other words, if your
chin/head is tilted downward, then your body will try to follow and be poorly aligned to your target. If your head is tilted
backward, away from the target, then your body will try to
follow it in that direction. You get the point; you have to align
your head properly to the target if you want your body to also
be positioned properly. This alignment ensures a high level
of shot repetition.
PROPER HEAD POSITION: What you are able to do
now is fully comply with the fundamental principle of aiming, which is that your best chance of hitting a target occurs
when you are looking at it.
This is not a joke. It is not complicated either but it is
essential. It also needs some explaining. What does “looking
at it” really mean? It means to focus your vision on the target
surface, preferably on the middle unless you are shooting
in the wind. Focus your vision intensely on the gold, on the
10-ring, on the spot, on the X or, if you are hunting, on the
ribs.

Completing an aerial move like you see in the Winter Olympics is
serious business. It requires great agility and the application of the
concept that where your head leads, your body will follow. Head
position is critical to any athlete, whether you are performing
acrobatics or trying to be still for a shooting sport.

Set your head position before you raise your bow. Your chin
should be level while your head rests over your spine. Once you set
it, do not move it again until the arrow has hit the target. Thanks
to Lee Palmer of Valley Guns in West Virginia for demonstrating.
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Doing this means your body will align with your head.
Your body will follow your head, as stated earlier. This will
lead you to a higher rate of repetition with your shot process
but only if you maintain eye focus. You must not look away
as your body moves through raising, drawing, anchoring
and releasing your bowstring. You must maintain your head
position if you expect your body to remain aligned with the
target. Move your head during these steps and your body
will move and be misaligned.
THE REST OF YOUR BODY: There is much to do with
your body when setting your head position. For your head
to be stable during your release process, you must build a
stable launch platform under it. You must take great care
to use your shoulders and arms properly and set them in
the best position to support your head. Here is where you
have an important four step process to complete. It will take
some practice time as well but your reward will be your most
repeatable shot process.
YOUR DRAW LENGTH SETTING: How you use and
position your shoulders under your head determines the
draw length setting of your bow. Setting your body position
must take top priority; then and only then can you set your
bow’s draw length to match your body. This is the only way
the two, body and bow, can most efficiently function as
one unit.
If you use your shoulders properly, then your skeleton
can easily resist the load of the drawn bow. Failure to align
properly means your muscles will have to carry that load
and, as we all know, muscles fatigue and bones do not.
THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF THE SHOT: What
do you see as the most important part of the shot? Aiming?
Squeezing the trigger? Getting the pin still? My experience
tells me something different. The most important part of
your shot is how well you transfer your drawing effort out of
your arms and shoulders and into your drawing-side back
muscles. When you do this properly, you can carry most of

As this illustration at left shows, poor
alignment means you are not aligning bones to carry/resist the force of
the drawn bow. A bent bow arm, a
dropped chin, shoulders not parallel
to the arrow and a holding arm not in
line behind the arrow are easy-to-see
examples. Better alignment of your
skeleton and head will use less muscle,
resulting in less fatigue and, therefore, more consistency.

the force load in your skeleton and execute a proper release.
If you do not do it, you will have to hold your bow with your
arm muscles and be less efficient and less consistent. You
need to maximize skeleton and minimize muscle.
BUILDING PROPER SHOULDER POSITION: Looking
at your holding position from overhead, a line through your
shoulders should be parallel to the arrow when you reach
holding position. To get to this alignment, you must rotate
your shoulder line while drawing your bow.
Please note that before a right-hander begins drawing, their shoulder line points to the left of the target. If you
use only your arms to draw your bow, your shoulder line
will remain pointed to the left of the target: a weaker skeletal position.
I must also mention here that neither shoulder should
be allowed to raise during the draw motion. Elevating either
shoulder would recruit more muscle to hold the position
and that promotes inconsistency.
Rotating your torso and shoulder line during the drawing motion is what coaches call “coiling” during the draw
stroke. Coiling is essential for establishing a strong skeletal
position and enabling your bones to resist the force of the
drawn bow.
PROPER FORM STEPS: Getting good, consistent results
from your shooting form means you must know what to do,
how to do it and, most importantly, when to do it. You can
do all the right form movements but if you do not do them
in the correct order, you will not get your best results. For
Shown at lower right, good alignment begins with proper head
position and then getting your shoulders set properly underneath
it. In this position, your skeleton
can carry the load, your arms
can be more relaxed and you can
transfer your drawing effort into
your back and hold your bow
efficiently.

An archer in poor alignment
would look like this when seen
from above. Thanks to Nick
Sanchez, above, for showing his
shoulders on a line pointing offtarget to the left and his holding
arm rotated short of the arrow
line. Adding 1/2 of an inch of draw
length to his bow helped him get
into proper alignment and produce a more efficient shot process.
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example, many archers do all the right motions but once
they get to full draw and ready to aim, they change their
foot position or alter their bow hand. You just cannot repeat
those kinds of movements twice out of 100 tries.
Each form element, including the coiling movement,
must be done at the correct time in the sequence to get the
best results. Here is the National Training System sequence
as written by coach Linda Beck and myself a few years ago.

the setting of your
upper body posture,
at which time your
bow shoulder must
be rolled back and
down prior to raising your bow. This
will prepare your
shoulder to evenStep One:
Stance
tually receive the
Step Two:
Nock
compression load
Step Three:
Set Grip and Hook
of the drawn bow.
Step Four:
Posture
At no time following
Step Five:
Set Up (Raise)
this point should
Step Six:
Draw to Load
the bow shoulder
Step Seven:
Anchor
be allowed to raise
Step Eight:
Transfer to Hold
up; maintain bone
Step Nine:
Contract/Expand (While Aiming)
alignment.
Your
Step Ten:
Release and Follow Through
shoulder-to-shoulStep Eleven:
Feedback
der line will now be
pointed well to the
SETTING YOUR SHOULDER LINE: When do you set left of the target and
your head and shoulders is the question. Set your head at an acute angle,
position in step four because this is where you turn your maybe 45 degrees, This series of four overhead diagrams
head so you can see your target. I will repeat what I wrote to the arrow.
acts as a guide for drawing your bow.
earlier; your chin should be level and your head over your
STAGE TWO:
spine with your neck relaxed and your eyes focused on the This second action occurs late in the setup step and follows
target surface.
the raising of your bow. Raise your bow with your hands 12
At this same time, you should begin a four step process inches apart and your chest facing the target. You will raise
to set your shoulders. It may seem a little cumbersome your bow with your shoulder line still pointing to the left of
at first but with practice, this four step
the target.
process will turn into a smooth, flowing
Next, move to protect the
action, ending with both your shoulders
small muscles (rotator cuff
in their very strongest holding position.
muscles) of your drawing shoulSTAGE ONE: The first of these stages
der and to begin engaging your
is found in the posture step following the
back muscles before you begin
establishment of proper bow-hand and
drawing your bow. Before you
release-hand positions. It occurs during
start your draw effort, slide your
drawing shoulder back, perpendicularly away from the arrow
line (parallel to the shooting
line) in the horizontal plane.
This is a small move of only
1/2 to 1 inch and pulls your
drawing forearm closer to your
chest and jaw/neck. This small
movement is enough to engage
your important draw-side back
muscles: the muscles that will
actually hold your bow at full
draw. In other words, you will
transfer your drawing effort into
After setting your head position and visually these muscles as you draw your
acquiring the target, you must raise your bow with- bow, so activate them before
out raising either shoulder. At this time, your shoul- you begin drawing.
der line will be pointed far to the left of the target
STAGE THREE: The third
Be sure to hold your bow shoulder down (for right-handers). During your draw movement,
shoulder-line
movement is
while raising, drawing and holding your bow your head should remain fixed while you rotate
completed
during
the draw-toat full draw. An elevated shoulder recruits your upper body so your shoulder line becomes at
load step. As you begin your
more muscle and yields inconsistent results.
least parallel to the arrow line.
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drawing motion, your torso and shoulders should rotate.
When you complete these 40-45 degrees of rotation, your
shoulder line should be parallel to the arrow (or even
beyond parallel a few degrees depending on your anatomy
and release technique). Your shoulders must be held down
while your holding forearm and elbow are being rotated into

alignment behind the arrow. Doing this enables you to load
your skeleton.
STAGE FOUR: You complete your shoulder line at the
end of the transfer-to-hold step. This is when you finish
setting your drawing forearm/elbow in line with the arrow
as seen from a top view. The front view should show your
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holding forearm/elbow at least as high as the arrow line.
This forearm/elbow position is the most efficient position
to directly oppose the force of the drawn bow and to most
efficiently complete the transfer of the holding into your
back muscles.
These four steps are a ballet: a smooth, fluid motion
that results in your most efficient holding position. Practice
makes it so.
Your final alignment of the shoulders and bow arm is
critical to your success. You must adapt your individual
anatomy and release technique to follow these four steps in
order to gain your optimum alignment for transfer. Do them
in order and do not skip any details. Stay focused on bone
alignment so you can enjoy optimum transfer, holding, aim
and release of your bow.
BACK TO HEAD POSITION: With your shoulders
(shoulder line) rotated to be parallel to your arrow, you can
set and maintain your head efficiently and consistently.
Once again, your body will follow your head, so if your head
is set in a consistent and fixed position, then your skeleton
will stay in its fixed position. Maintaining this head position
during your draw, anchor, transfer and release actions leads
to your highest level of repetition.
As I have done in many articles, I will remind you of the
first Principle of Learning Archery. Archery is a simple two
step sport. Step one is to learn to hit the mark and step two
is to repeat step one.
Once you select a target, you always have the same intention: to repeat your shot process. Do your best to focus on
what your body
is doing because
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A front view of proper alignment demonstrates chin-level head
position and a holding arm that is at least as high as the arrow
line. Hold your shoulders level and your bow arm straight so your
bones carry the load.

that is what you can control; you do not have control over the
arrow after it separates from the bowstring. Focus on getting
proper head position and body alignment so you can repeat
your shooting action and get consistent results.
PROPER DRAW LENGTH SETTING: If you have followed the aforementioned process, then you realize your
bow must be a cooperative partner in all of this. Your bow
must be set to allow enough drawing distance to accommodate torso coiling while you draw your bow. This is where it
can get complicated but shouldn’t.
MAKE IT EASY: If you commit to proper biomechanics
as established here, then setting your bow’s draw length is
easy; you adjust the draw settings until you
can establish the alignment outlined. Your
shoulders should be parallel to the arrow,
your bow arm straight and your holding
forearm in line behind the arrow. Do not
pay any attention to what the numbers are;
just keep changing the setting until you get
aligned properly. Then record the number;
do not judge it.
MAKE IT DIFFICULT: Unfortunately,
most people in archery have heard about
one or more mathematical formulas that
are supposed to give you your draw length.
Some of them are based on your arm-span
while others are based on other factors.
These formulas are only approximations.
No formula can possibly fit all people;
there are just too many variables.
I do not say this lightly. I say it based
on my two degrees in mathematics and
When you align your head and shoulyears of teaching and coaching experiders properly, your back can hold the
bow and efficiently complete your shot ence. These formulas use arbitrarily choprocess. Since your arms are holding sen numbers and give only an approxionly five to 10 percent of the load, your mation of draw length. None of them get
follow-through will be a very simple within an inch of calculating what I need
movement. On the release of the bowfor my own draw setting.
string, your elbow will rotate down and
COACHING INDIVIDUALS: Everyone
around behind your head; it is a simple
is just a little bit different, so, to establish a
and short movement, as shown.
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good biomechanical holding position, you absolutely must
use each person’s unique body position to know when the
draw setting of their bow is correct for them. As a coach, I
have to adjust each student’s bow to fit them. Body position is the final judge of correct draw length setting, not
some formula.
Following that, I measure the true-draw length (from the
nock-throat to the grip pivot) and record it for future reference. I do not judge the number as sounding too long or too
short; it is what it is. If the body position is correct, then the
number is correct.
If I sound too direct here, that is because I am speaking from my experience. This is how I shot my best and this
is how my students shoot their best. We teach this to our
national Compound Junior Dream Team teenagers and they
are getting results. With good biomechanics, we are also
able to teach good mental skills but that is better saved for
another article.
FINISHING YOUR SHOT: What can you do better now?
How does this new position help you shoot better? These are
good questions that need answering.
First, you can load your back muscles more because
you can transfer more effort out of your arms and into your
back. It should be obvious that this will reduce the workload
of your arms and therefore reduce the tension in them. With
less tension in your arms, your follow-through will be better.
Your holding arm will be far more likely to escape directly
away from behind the arrow as opposed to escaping to the
side, up or down.

Second, your back muscles will be able to perform
their function more efficiently. That is, they will be able to
contract properly and with less effort to cause your holding
elbow to rotate around your shoulder joint. Therefore, your
back does not have to overcome excess tension in your holding forearm and is more efficient.
The result is that your elbow will rotate in a slightly
downward plane. This movement will rotate the handle on
your back-tension hinge release or assist in applying more
pressure to a properly-held trigger.
CONCLUSION: Move your head and your body will follow. Set your head properly still and your body will consistently align with the target. This is how you will repeat your
shooting performance at your highest rate.
Pay attention to your head position and your shoulders
under it and you will establish first-shot accuracy and consistency. That is how you will hit the gold and the buck.
Keep well; shoot straight.
Larry
Editor’s Note: Larry Wise is available to conduct one
and two day CoreArchery Academies on shooting form.
Reach him by email at larry@larrywise.com or give him a
call at (717) 436-9168. Wise has a DVD title: “Core Archery
Back Tension: Defined and Demonstrated.” The DVD is
available at www.larrywise.com for $19.95. Check out past
articles by Wise at the twin websites of ArrowTrade. Use
arrowtrademag.com for high-speed connections or see
arrowtrademagazine.com for PDF downloads of articles.

January 10-12
#ATA2019 is the largest archery industry gathering of the year. A jam-packed, three-day opportunity to see and
shoot what’s new, rub shoulders with industry leaders, and get business done. REGISTER TODAY.
Visit ARCHERYTRADE.ORG/TRADE-SHOW

forward velocity
MOVE YOUR BUSINESS FORWARD.

MUST BE A STANDING ATA MEMBER TO ATTEND.
Not a member? Become one at archerytrade.org/membership.
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